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TEAMS INTEGRATION 
 

Are replies to posts counted as revisions or renditions? 

Replies to posts are added to the original post record as a revision of that record. 
 

Is there a limit to the number of revisions? 

There is no limit to the number of revisions to a post record. 
 

Do revisions count towards the object license count? 

No, the design was chosen this way so that object count would be kept minimal when choosing to archive 
content from Teams. 
 

Is the Teams Connector completely free? 

Our Content Manager Teams Integration is free out of the box, with most functionality being free of charge. 
Users can use the manual client-side archiving free of charge, and all channel posts and files can be 
automatically archived free of charge. The only functionality which currently incurs fees from a Microsoft 
licensing perspective is the automatic archiving of individual chats. The fees here would come from the API 
calls being made to Teams, and the cost would come from Microsoft side and depend on the customer’s 
licensing model with Microsoft (model A or B). See question below for more detail on these API calls. 
 

How many and what API calls are being made to archive 1 Teams message? 

The only Graph API method for which the customer will need to pay extra (depending on their TEAMS 
license) is getAllMessages.  We only call this method when the integration has been configured to 
automatically archive user chats (all manual archiving and automated channel archiving is free of charge). 
Chat/getAllMessages is the API called in this case. This call is charged with minimum one message each time 
it is called. There are a few other calls we make but these are not charged.  
  

Do TEAMS users need a CM account for their chats and posts to be archived? 

No, a TEAMS user’s content can be archived using the automated archiving rules setup by an administrator 
without the need for that user to have a CM account. However if the user wishes to use the client-side 
features requiring the CM app, this does require a CM user account. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/chats-getallmessages?view=graph-rest-1.0&tabs=http
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Teams posts are archived as .eml file types. Will this cause a problem if the customer has a policy 
that all email files are archived as finalized? 

Records created from teams filing will not be finalised even if the setting ‘Automatically finalise the record’ is 
enabled for email messages. Although CM uses the EML extension for Teams chat, CM does not consider it 
an Email.  It can differentiate as the chat message has a mime type of "application/cmchat". So, the business 
rules for email messages in CM do not apply for Teams chat records. 
 

Why do we use .EML format for Teams archived data? 

EML is a standard format with many viewers available.  It seemed to provide the best fit for the type of 
content in chat. It is an easy format to work with as it is simply parsed. 
 

Does archiving a team in MS Teams result in archival or finalization of content in CM 

No, Content archived from TEAMS is not finalized. 
 

Do I need to be a Teams/Sharepoint admin to configure the Teams connector? 

One needs to be an admin in office 365 to create the azure app and upload the manifest required for Teams 
- CM integration. 

For configuring the connector from within CM (such as setting polling intervals) the user has to be an admin 
/ records manager in CM. 

 

When the post has a document attached, what does that look like when checked in?  Is the file 
attached as an object or is there an option to save the file as a separate record with its record 
number? 

It will be a separate record and the original post record will be an alternate container for this. The post 
record will have a link to the attached document record. 

 

Which Check-in style would take preference - people or places? Or is there no possibility of 
conflict? 

Anything added to a channel (posts, documents) will be filed using the style setup for the channel. The 
check-in style associated with a person is used for when that person uses the chat feature, say to write a 
message or post a file in a chat. There is no possibility of conflict. 

 
 

CM CLOUD 
 

Do you need CM Select for Cloud? 

We stated yes during the session, but we would like to add more information on this. The Micro Focus CM 
Cloud offering does require CM Select, but we allow an optional transition period for customers who can 
remain on their perpetual license at the start. For private clouds and partner hosted clouds, there is no 
requirement for a CM Select license, as the requirements are determined by the partner or customer. 
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Does the cloud environment support government regulatory requirements as far as personal 
health information, or criminal justice information? 

Yes, the Micro Focus CM Cloud program offers robust compliance and certification in accordance to industry 
regulations. You can find more information at our website. Here is a link to help 
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/press-room/press-releases/2021/micro-focus-partners-with-citadel-to-
deliver-saas-based-content-management-solution 

 

MOBILE APP 

 
When will the mobile app be available for iPad? 

This is a roadmap item for 10.2, for now the mobile app is available on Android and iOS phones. 

Can you complete & add actions and workflows through the CM App? 

Actions and workflows are not in scope for this first release. The App allows you to search on, view, 
collaborate, edit, and upload and create content. 

Can you define Get Global for web and mobile app? 

Get global settings are available for the web UI but not yet for the mobile app. You can set the navigation 
menu to the default admin setting though. 

 

 

OTHER 

 
What is the timing for GA for 10.2? 

10.2 is still far away and doesn't have a committed date. A best guesstimate is next year. 

 

Can the grid view column setting be pushed out as global settings to all users? 

Default global settings are available for the grid view to start with, and then any changes made are saved for 
both WEB UI and desktop for that specific user. There is currently no method for a user to save their own 
settings as the global settings for all users. 

 

If records are Managed in Place, do they count against capacity for your license?  

Yes, Managed in Place items are still objects being managed by Content Manager, which is running retention 
schedules against these items. 

 

 

 

https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/press-room/press-releases/2021/micro-focus-partners-with-citadel-to-deliver-saas-based-content-management-solution
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/press-room/press-releases/2021/micro-focus-partners-with-citadel-to-deliver-saas-based-content-management-solution
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Does the addition of SQL Text indexing increase the size of the CM database by any substantial 
amount?  

SQL Text indexing came into play with CM10 as an alternative and with 10.1 we completely moved away 
from native indexing to SQL. At a high level, SQL Text indexing is faster and offers a significant performance 
improvement, hence the reason for the move. We do not have a study on size comparison. 

From 10.1 onwards SQL text indexing is the only way to index metadata such as titles and notes. As a result, 
when upgrading from a version of Content Manager that is earlier to version 10.0, you will need to factor in 
a complete text reindex into your upgrade plan. Please refer CM10.1 release notes for details.  

 

What are your long-term plans for the desktop client? 

The desktop client is not a strategic part of our roadmap, but will continue to be developed until the WEB 
CLIENT can provide everything it does and more. When that point is reached, the desktop client will continue 
to be available but will not be updated. 

 

Can I have more details on how many environments and datasets are allowed on one CM license? 

With 10.1 we have published a new ALA that clarifies these terms, which we encourage you to turn to. To 
summarize, one CM edition license entitles the customer to one production environment, and 6 non-
production environments. One production environment is tied to one Enterprise Studio configuration 
license. This production environment may consist of multiple servers, datasets, users, and it goes without 
saying many records. 

 

Micro Focus Trademark Information 
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